
Hello all Backers! A small modus operandi to realize the modification which I made with the flow 

Capacitor de Madgeekcollectibles.com https://youtu.be/bBfkWd0WYTI 

I could not be responsible in case of degradation your Delorean or the Flow Capacitor  

! You realize this modification has your risks! 

Materials needed: 

Key door Madgeekcollectibles wich we find here https://www.madgeekcollectibles.com/ 

A microswitch, I ordered it on Amazon  

https://www.amazon.fr/Sourcingmap-Tactile-poussoir-Commutateur-

momentan%C3%A9/dp/B00O9VVVPY/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1517300447&sr=8-

2&keywords=sourcingmap+pcb+Tact 

of the thread and the tin, a soldering iron, a pistol with hot glue (to fix the microswitch but if you find 

an another solution free to you;) ) 

1- First of all it is necessary to unmont the Madgeek (I pass on this stage because it is explained 

very well by the manufacturer) to put in nude the printed circuit ...  

2-  Then as the flow will be live connected on the food of Delo, I unsoldered the compartment 

of the pile as well as the grip micro USB to weld 2 wires on the place (take care to the 

polarities!!!!! Red wire + to the left, black wire - to the right)  

3-  In continuity, I welded 2 wires in parallel contacts of the button of ignition of the flow 

And we obtain that … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Then it is necessary to mount the flow and to make the wires pass in the opening planned for the 

micro USB, to make "cleaner I put a piece of retractable girdle. 

I made the wires pass in the partition by an already present hole which I enlarged in the file. 

To fix the flow I used magnets of model making stuck on the glue, 2 on the flow and 2 on the 

partition. 

 

 

 

It is then necessary to take care of the button, to drill the tunnel of transmission in the location of the 

artificial button to install our microswitch… here the switch is conical, the base makes 3.5mm of 

diameter while the top of the button makes 3mm of diameter … 

Thus I leaked out in 3mm and to realize the fitting in the file … 

Then it is necessary to identify the contact Normally Opened (that is the contact closes by pressing 

the button) on your microswitch, for it use a tester… 

 

Once pines identified, to weld 1 wire on each of her which will be then connected with the green 

wires who come from the switch of the Flow … 

To place then the microphone button in the tunnel, here I realized the fixation with some hot glue (to 

be sure that this one does not move after several rest 

 

  



 

It is now enough to connect 2 wires of the switch to 2 wires of the button of the Flow (prefer 

the weld to connect these) 

 I also advise you to connect the wires’s 

power directly on the compartment of batteries to 

free itself from confusion and from possible 

damage if you pass by the card of Eaglemoss. 

 

 

 

 

Here is a battery of 4,5V for test… 

Good luck ;) 

https://youtu.be/bBfkWd0WYTI 

Johan Da Rocha 

 

 

 
 

  



Principal plan of the assembly 

 

 

 

 

 

 


